People share in social media an overwhelming amount of content from real-world events. These events range from major global events like an uprising or an earthquake, to local events and emergencies such as a fire or a parade; from media events like the Oscar's, to events that enjoy little media coverage such as a conference or a music concert. This
shared media represents an important part of our society, culture and history. At the same time, this social media content is still fragmented across services, hard to find, and difficult to consume and understand.
We have worked since 2008, in both research and startup settings, to tackle key challenges in making social media information about events accessible and usable. These challenges include detecting new events in a stream of content (e.g. [1] ), identifying content related to events (e.g., [2] ) and organizing event content to be presented in a ways that get better when new content is added (e.g., [3] ). A core useful concept for all these challenges is Attention Rank : how to computationally model the human attention reflected in real-time social media content. (This work was supported in part by National Science Foundation grants Number 1446374 and 1444493).
Several recent commercial services (Twitter, Instagram and even Snapchat) attempt to better present "moments" and other trending events. Still, I argue that there are no current systems that provide a coherent summary or narrative representation of event content from social media at scale using automated or semi-automated tools. My own startup that addressed this very problem moved away from it despite initial success.
There are several open challenges before we can reliably provide precise and engaging narratives for all the world's stories. One such key challenge is developing flexible systems that intelligently apply a combination of machines and humans to create appropriate narratives for events of any type and size. Social media -a mirror and record of our humanity -is now rapidly expanding to include real-time Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). 
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